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CAW supporter (CAWELON) is a fan token that supports CAW, a mysterious
cryptocurrency that has a connection with Elon Musk. CAWELON aims to create a loyal
and active community of CAW holders and fans, and to reward them with Wrapped ETH
and token burns. CAWELON also plans to use KOLs and social media platforms to
promote its project and increase its exposure. CAWELON is an ERC-20 token that will be
launched on March 25, 2024, and will be listed on UNISWAP and other major exchanges.
CAWELON is currently conducting a pre-sale for its initial investors, and will also
distribute 10 billion CAWELON to its open chat and telegram members.

ABSTRACT
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CAWELON is a fan token that supports CAW and its vision. CAWELON was
created by MASASHI KURODA, a passionate CAW holder and community leader,
who has been researching and disseminating information about CAW since its
inception. CAWELON aims to create a loyal and active community of CAW holders
and fans, and to reward them with Wrapped ETH and token burns. CAWELON also
plans to use KOLs and social media platforms to promote its project and increase
its exposure. CAWELON is an ERC-20 token that will be launched on March 25,
2024, and will be listed on UNISWAP and other major exchanges.

INTRODUCTION

CAW is a cryptocurrency that was launched in 2018, and has been shrouded in
mystery ever since. CAW claims to be the next generation of blockchain technology,
and to have a revolutionary consensus mechanism that can achieve high scalability,
security, and decentralization. CAW also claims to have a secret partnership with
Elon Musk, the founder of Tesla and SpaceX, and to be involved in his ambitious
projects such as Starlink and Neuralink. However, CAW has not revealed any details
or proofs of its claims, and has only communicated with its followers through cryptic
messages and ciphers.

What is CAW?

What is CAWELON?
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CAWELON is a fan token that has the following advantages:
It supports CAW, a mysterious and innovative cryptocurrency that has a connection
with Elon Musk, one of the most influential and visionary entrepreneurs in the world.

It rewards its holders with Wrapped ETH, a tokenized version of Ethereum that can
be easily exchanged for other cryptocurrencies or fiat currencies.

It implements a buyback and burn mechanism, which reduces the total supply of
CAWELON and increases its scarcity and value over time.

It leverages the power of KOLs and social media platforms, such as X, Telegram,
and HP, to spread the word about its project and attract more investors and fans.

It offers a pre-sale opportunity for its initial investors, who can buy CAWELON at a
discounted price and enjoy a higher return on investment.

It distributes 10 billion CAWELON to its open chat and telegram members, who can
join the community and participate in the project development and governance.

WHY CAWELON?
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CAWELON is an ERC-20 token that follows the standard specifications of the Ethereum

network. The token name is [CAW supporter], and the symbol is CAWELON. The

maximum supply of CAWELON is 420 trillion, and the decimal places are 18. 

The pre-sale tokens include the tokens sold to the initial investors and the tokens

distributed to the open chat and telegram members. The operation tokens are reserved

for the project development, management, and promotion. The sale tokens are the

tokens that will be listed on the exchanges and available for the public to buy and sell.

The token distribution of CAWELON is as follows:

Pre-sale: 130 trillion (31%)

Operation: 126 trillion (30%)

Sale: 164 trillion (39%)

Token Specification

Token Distribution

Sale: 164 trillion
(39%)

Operation: 126 trillion
(30%)

Pre-sale: 130 trillion
(31%)

TOKENOMICS
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The pre-sale price of CAWELON is $0.000000001 per token.
The pre-sale will end as soon as $100,000 worth of CAWELON
is sold, or by 2024/00/00 whichever comes first. There will be no
second sale. The launch price of CAWELON will be determined
by the market demand and supply, and may vary depending on
the exchange.

CAWELON rewards its holders with Wrapped ETH, a tokenized
version of Ethereum that can be easily exchanged for other
cryptocurrencies or fiat currencies. Every time someone buys
CAWELON, 4% of the transaction amount will be distributed to
all CAWELON holders as Wrapped ETH. This means that the
more CAWELON you hold, the more Wrapped ETH you will
receive.

CAWELON charges a tax on every transaction, which is used to
fund the token reward, the token burn, and the project
operation. The tax rate is 8% for both buying and selling
transactions. The tax breakdown is as follows:

Buy tax: 8% (4%
reward, 2% buyback

and burn, 2% operation)

Sell tax: 8% (4%
CAW burn, 4%

CAWELON burn)

Token Price

Token Reward

Token Tax
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 ROADMAP
Q4 2023: 
Pre-sale, open chat and telegram
launch, website launch, white paper
release, KOL promotion

Q1 2024: 
Token launch, UNISWAP listing,
CMC and CG listing, social media
marketing, community building

Q2 2024: 
Partnership with other CAW-related
projects-

Q3 2024: 
Expansion to other markets and regions,
charity and social impact initiatives,
governance and voting system

Q4 2024:
Announcement of -
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MASASHI KURODA: The founder and leader of CAWELON, a
passionate CAW holder and community leader, who has been
researching and disseminating information about CAW since
its inception. He is also a successful entrepreneur and
investor, with a background in engineering and finance.

AKIRA OGAWA: The advisor and lawyer of CAWELON, a
professional and experienced lawyer who specializes in
cryptocurrency and blockchain law. He is also a graduate of
Doshisha University Graduate School of Law, and a member
of the Kyoto Bar Association.

Other team members: The developers, designers, marketers, and community managers
of CAWELON, who are experts in their respective fields and share the same vision and
passion for CAW and CAWELON.

THE TEAM
The team behind CAWELON is composed of the following members:



CONCLUSION
CAWELON is a fan token that supports CAW, a mysterious and innovative
cryptocurrency that has a connection with Elon Musk. CAWELON aims to create a loyal
and active community of CAW holders and fans, and to reward them with Wrapped ETH
and token burns. CAWELON also plans to use KOLs and social media platforms to
promote its project and increase its exposure. CAWELON is an ERC-20 token that will be
launched on March 25, 2024, and will be listed on UNISWAP and other major exchanges.
CAWELON is currently conducting a pre-sale for its initial investors, and will also
distribute 10 billion CAWELON to its open chat and telegram members. CAWELON is a
unique and exciting project that has the potential to revolutionize the cryptocurrency
industry and reveal the secrets of CAW and Elon Musk. If you are interested in joining the
CAWELON community and becoming a part of this amazing journey, please visit our
website, join our open chat and telegram, and buy CAWELON today! Thank you for
reading our white paper, and we hope to see you soon! 
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